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Visualizing

Lectures
Why?

How?
1.

Start by identifying key points

2.

Create an outline (be terse!)

ADA

3.

Find a suitable template/format

Refresher

4.

Edit & Experiment

5.

Revise, revise, revise
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EXPLORING DETERMINISM IN
SLAUGHTER-HOUSE FIVE

Only on Earth is there any talk of "free will."
DETERMINISM

LIBERTARIANISM

Every event (including human
Events are not causally determined
cognition, decisions, and actions) isSome text and therefore humans are free; by
Add short body of text
causally determined by an
extension, they are responsible for
unbroken chain of prior
their actions.
occurrences.

CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING KEY PASSAGES:

01.

CHAPTER 2

Listen: Billy Pilgrim has come unstuck in time.

CHAPTER 3

02.

Among the things Billy Pilgrim could not change
were the past, the present, and the future.

03.

CHAPTER 4
"Why you? Why us for that matter? Why anything? Because
this moment simply is. Have you ever seen bugs trapped in
amber? [...] Well, here we are, Mr. Pilgrim, trapped in the
amber of this moment. There is no why."

04.
CHAPTER 5
If you know [that the Universe will be destroyed by a
Tralfamadorian pilot who presses a button]," said Billy, "isn't
there some way you can prevent it? Can't you keep the pilot
from pressing the button?" "He has always pressed it, and he
always will. We always let him and we always will let him. The
moment is structured that way."

Should the Tralfamadorians stop the pilot from pressing the button?
Can there be human purpose/meaning without human control?
Do you as the reader have more freedom than the character of Billy
Pilgrim to control the past, present, or future?
If the determinists are correct, what are some of the societal costs?
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CLASSICAL THEORIES
of Society
Confucianism developed as a form of virtue ethics. His ethics focused on the
cultivating of self through personal virtue.

FIVE CONSTANT VIRTUES

Confucius
5th Century BCE

Passages from The Analects
4:5 "The superior man does
not, even for the space of a
single meal, act contrary to
virtue. In moments of haste,
he cleaves to it. In seasons
of danger, he cleaves to it."

12:1 Yan Yuan asked about
perfect virtue. The master
said, "To subdue one's self
and return to propriety, is
perfect virtue."

2:1 The Master said, "He who
exercises government by
means of virtue may be
compared to the north
polar star, which keeps its
place and all the stars turn
toward it."

Zhong-yong
A state of harmony achieved
through the practice of virtue

Through observation, Plato concludes that not all citizens are equal, i.e. some
are fit to lead, some are fit to protect the state, and some are fit to be within the
working class.
According to Plato, the assignment to the gold, silver, and bronze class is a
reflection of each citizen's abilities or strength. The rules that apply to the self
seeking the good life apply to the state in its quest for fulfillment.

The Self

The State

Mind

Philosophers - Wisdom

Heart

Guardians - Courage

Lustful

Artisans - Moderation

"the state is the soul writ large"

Plato
428 - 347 BCE

Aristotle
428 - 347 BCE
Aristotle, as did Confucius and Plato, asserted a hierarchy among people.
People were not equal in ability or status but the state was obliged to establish
order such that all members of the society could seek their respective goals. In
short, Aristotle placed the state prior to the individual.
Government:
of one

of many

PERVERTED
(good of one sector)

ROYALTY

TYRANNY

ARISTOCRACY

OLIGARCHY

CONSTITUTIONAL
GOVERNMENT

DEMOCRACY

PERVERSION

of a few

TRUE
(good of all)

"Further, the state is by nature clearly prior to the family and to the individual,
since the whole is of necessity prior to the part"
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DISAGREEMENT
HIERARCHY
REFUTING THE CENTRAL POINT

DH5

The central point is shown
not to be supported
through the evidence
offered

Requires thoughtful and critical attention
to the details of your opponent's position.
Here you have moved well beyond
competing conclusions and have
examined the inference between a core
tenet and the conclusion offered

The most powerful form and level within the DH; DH4 + DH5 are critical, convincing, and cogent

REFUTATION

DH4

The conclusion is shown
not to follow from the
argument as offered

The focus is squarely on evidence and
premises
Is there sufficient support and inference
between the evidence and the
conclusion?

The most convincing form and level within the DH; DH4 + DH5 are very rare in the wild

COUNTERARGUMENT

DH3

A contradiction with
evidence is offered for
consideration

Here the original position is
contrasted with an example that can
refute the point of the original
argument
Requires that all participants focus
on the same issue

Has the potential to be engaging but only if focus is consistent and critical

CONTRADICTION

DH2

An opposing
position is offered
but with very little
evidence

The person disagreeing does
offer a counter- position
The conclusion is the starting
point and not the resting point!

Although an improvement, DH2 remains non-critical and combative

AD HOMINEM

DH1

Attacks the
person rather
than the point

literal translation
"against the person"
can focus on the
person, situation, or
even the cultural
context

A non-effective and non-critical level of the DH

NAME-CALLING

DH0

Engage
through
name-calling

literal translation
"against the person"
attempts to devalue
what is being
advanced without
considering what is
being advanced

Lowest + least constructive of the DH
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